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Recent advances in sequencing technologies and gene

manipulation tools have driven mustard species into the

spotlight of comparative research and have offered powerful

insight how phenotypic space is explored during evolution.

Evidence emerged for genome-wide signal of transcription

factors and gene duplication contributing to trait divergence,

e.g., PLETHORA5/7 in leaf complexity. Trait divergence is often

manifested in differential expression due to cis-regulatory

divergence, as in KNOX genes and REDUCED COMPLEXITY,

and can be coupled with protein divergence. Fruit shape in

Capsella rubella results from anisotropic growth during three

distinct phases. Brassicaceae exhibit novel fruit dispersal

strategy, explosive pod shatter, where the rapid movement

depends on slow build-up of tension and its rapid release

facilitated by asymmetric cell wall thickenings.
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Introduction
The mustard family (Brassicaceae) holds a special place in

the plant kingdom as it contains Arabidopsis thaliana, a

key reference species for the green evolutionary lineage

[1]. Reference species provide powerful functional

insight that, when put in a comparative perspective,

can also illuminate novel aspects of biology not observed

in the model alone. The mustards offer excellent oppor-

tunities to address the genetic basis of phenotypic change

at a phylogenetic scale where unique biological questions

not accessible in A. thaliana can be studied with mecha-

nistic rigor using resources pioneered for this important

model over the last four decades. The Brassicaceae

exhibit considerable diversity at the morphological,
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physiological, and biochemical level [2] (Figure 1). A

robust phylogenetic framework, which is a prerequisite

for the comparative approach, is coming into focus and

currently comprises 49 tribes [3] and several monophy-

letic subfamilial groupings [4]. Brassicaceae is the plant

family with the highest number of species with

sequenced genomes. Many Brassicaceae species are

genetically and biochemically tractable. Collectively,

these qualities create a powerful platform to link geno-

type to phenotype and address how diverse traits evolve.

Here we focus on recent studies employing comparative

genomics to summarize patterns of genomic variation and

to understand the genetic basis of phenotypic change in

mustards.

Genomic advances at different evolutionary
scales
Mustards on the map: intra-specific and inter-specific

variation

After the completion of the reference sequence of

A. thaliana (Col-0) [5], much effort has been invested

to re-sequence accessions throughout its geographic

range to gain insight into the genomic variation and

evolutionary history of the species. The most recent

report included 1135 naturally inbred lines and featured

the densest variant map available for any complex eukary-

ote [6�]. It provided unprecedented resolution of the

pattern of polymorphisms, insight into the demographic

history of the species, and highlighted the formative role

of climate (in particular, the last glacial period) and

geography (Iberian Peninsula as a hotspot of relict popu-

lations surviving since the last ice age) in shaping the

current genetic variation of A. thaliana. The study

revealed that although the relict populations continue

to inhabit ancestral habitats, the descendants of one as-

yet unidentified ancestral population have expanded

broadly and this may have resulted in rapid fixation

of genetic variants due to founder effects. Subsequent

divergence was reinforced by species-wide genetic

incompatibilities. NLR immune receptor genes were

among the most influential players in such

incompatibilities, and may have caused gene flow barriers

through autoimmunity-driven hybrid necrosis in intraspe-

cific hybrids [7]. Other immunity-related genes, the

homologs of NON-EXPRESSOR OF PR-GENES1 and

RECOGNITION OF PERENOSPORA PARASITICA 5,
interacted epistatically to cause an autoimmune response

and gene flow barriers when combined in hybrids of

different Capsella species [8�].
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Figure 1
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Phylogenetic relationships of Brassicaceae species with abundant sequencing resources. Specific questions addressed using these models are

listed in blue. Panels depict diversity in leaf and fruit morphology of selected species.
At a higher taxonomic level, coding sequence variation in

the genus Arabidopsis was harnessed to reveal support for

seven clusters corresponding to the currently recognized

seven Arabidopsis species [9�]. The relationship among

species based on individual gene trees varied significantly

likely due to extensive hybridization, and only A. thaliana
could be reliably placed as a sister to the rest of the genus

[10]. Interestingly, allele distribution test (ABBA-BABA)

taking into account population structure showed that A.
thaliana was more similar to Arabidopsis lyrata than to

Arabidopsis arenosa, which is unexpected for its sister
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2017, 36:119–128 
position. This suggests that A. thaliana became reproduc-

tively isolated from the outcrossing Arabidopsis species

more recently than previously thought and its placement

may reflect fixation of genetic variation derived from

ancient admixture. In this case, the unique genomic

features of A. thaliana, like the basic chromosome number

of 5, and its derived traits, such as self-compatibility and

annual habit, must have arisen more rapidly than previ-

ously thought. This study also identified a set of

129 genes containing shared ancestral polymorphisms

in at least two of the three most common Arabidopsis
www.sciencedirect.com
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species, which were enriched for viral-related functions

and could indicate balancing selection.

Gene discovery by de novo assembly

Although single nucleotide polymorphism data provide a

powerful window into the distribution of small-scale

sequence variation, some genomic features, like collinear

and rearranged variation, require high-quality genomes

assembled without reference guidance. The genome of

another commonly used ecotype of A. thaliana, Landsberg

erecta, was assembled from short-reads and PacBio

sequencing data using a genetic map scaffold [11]. The

complete assembly revealed large-scale rearrangements

including 1.2-Mb inversion on chromosome 4 and several

hundred unique genes, along with genes exhibiting acces-

sion-specific duplication or an asymmetric loss of a para-

log. Such dynamic gene gain and loss processes have been

documented broadly throughout Brassicaceae and under-

score the importance of ‘total evidence’ in genomics: the

pangenome as the sum of core genes shared by all

accessions and accession-specific genes. In A. thaliana
in particular, lineage-specific genes arose after duplica-

tion and subsequent divergence, retrotransposition, and

unequal crossing over [12]. More rarely, they resulted

from overprinting (creating new genes by accumulation of

mutations after frameshift in an existing parental gene)

and transposon exaptation. The relative contribution of

these processes in shaping the genomes of other mustards

remains unexplored.

Despite some degree of lineage-specific genic

composition, sequence conservation, broadly homologous

gene complement, and large-scale collinearity extending

to massive genomic blocks characterize all sequenced

mustard genomes [13–16]. These features facilitate com-

parative studies that tease apart the functional role of

specific genomic regions. Phylogenetic footprinting

across the family demonstrated that a significant portion

of the Brassicaceae genome is under selection [17].

Approximately one fourth of the signal could be localized

to ca. 90 000 conserved noncoding sequences, which are

implicated in the regulation of gene expression, and were

present in some of the nine analyzed genomes. As more

genomes become available, identifying clade-specific

conserved noncoding sequences that account for

shared phenotypic traits becomes feasible. Phylogenetic

genome-wide association approach (PhyloGWAS) that

correlates phenotypes or broad-scale environmental

factors with standing genetic variation regardless of

phylogenetic relatedness also holds promise at shallower

phylogenetic scales [18].

Comparable catalogs of the gene complements of mustard

species with distinct phenotypes can be used to correlate

traits with gene family expansions and contractions. For

example, the genome of Cardamine hirsuta [19�] features

an overrepresentation of transcription factors among its
www.sciencedirect.com 
expanded or unique gene families compared to seven

other mustard species. Comparative leaf transcriptomes

of A. thaliana and C. hirsuta revealed similar overrepre-

sentation of transcription factors and tandemly duplicated

genes among the differentially expressed genes between

these two species [19�]. A. thaliana and C. hirsuta exhibit

markedly different leaf shapes and such changes may

have contributed to trait divergence between these two

species. This comparative transcriptomic approach led to

the discovery of novel leaf shape regulators, the stem cell

fate transcription factors PLETHORA5 (PLT5) and PLT7,
which have not been previously implicated in interspe-

cific divergence. PLT5/7 were shown to be necessary (and

PLT7—sufficient in A. thaliana) to increase leaf complex-

ity in the complex leaved C. hirsuta [19�]. Clade-specific

expansions with potentially adaptive roles were detected

in the metal hyperaccumulation pathways [20], stress-

tolerance genes [21], the photoperiod regulator

CONSTANS [22], and some glucosinolate synthesis genes

[23]. In the heavy metal hyperaccumular Noccaea
caerulescens, there is also evidence that structural rearran-

gements may have played a role to group together func-

tionally similar genes to unify the regulation of gene

expression [24].

Genomic processes shaping Brassicaceae
diversity
Series of genome duplications create nested diversity in

the gene space

Brassicaceae is one of the largest families of angiosperms

and it is relatively young [25]. There are some large

genera (e.g., Draba, Erysimum, Lepidium, Cardamine,
Alyssum), which collectively account for about one third

of the species but the overall phylogenetic diversity in the

family is high and this correlates with elevated morpho-

logical disparity. The family’s diversification coincides

with cooling during the Miocene (23–5.3 Mya), which

may have created new open and drier habitats (Figure 2a)

[26,27]. The intrinsic mechanisms that enabled this diver-

sification are the focus of intensive investigation. One

possible contributing factor is polyploidy (Figure 2a) [28,

but see 29]. In addition to the well-established paleopo-

lyploidy events shared by all members of Brassicaceae:

At-a (at the base of the Brassicaceae), At-b (within

Brassicales after the divergence of papaya), and At-g
(hexaploidy or two consecutive genome duplication

events at the base of the core eudicots), there are numer-

ous lineage-specific mesopolyploidy and neopolyploidy

events. This pattern of ‘nested duplications,’ when a

duplicated genome undergoes a subsequent round of

duplication, creates a hierarchy of gene copies with dif-

ferent degree of relatedness. At least five independent

whole-genome duplication events during the Cenozoic

may have conferred higher resilience during climate

change [30]. The karyologically diploid species in the

tribe Brassiceae are derived from whole-genome

triplication, likely in a two-step process, and subsequent
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2017, 36:119–128
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Figure 2
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The patterns and processes of polyploid evolution in Brassicaceae. (a) Polyploidization events mapped on the phylogeny of Brassicaceae (tree

adapted from Ref. [4]). Three whole-genome polyploidization events (At-a, At-b, and At-g) preceded the basal split in the family and are shared by

all mustard species; Cs-a is an independent polyploidization in the sister family of Brassicaceae, Cleomaceae. Although almost all tribes include a

significant number of more recent polyploids, the similarity in genome size and gene content among the sister lineage of the core mustards

Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2017, 36:119–128 www.sciencedirect.com
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Box 1 Convergence in morphology after domestication.

Parallel leaf-heading and tuber-forming morphotypes in B. rapa and

B. oleracea have been domesticated separately in different cultures

and at different localities. Genome scans of heading and non-head-

ing accessions in both species and the subgenomes of each species

separately identified a number of shared genomic regions with

reduced diversity as a possible sign of selection [68]. Some of these

regions included putative regulators of adaxial-abaxial leaf polarity

and leaf cell proliferation, which may have contributed to leaf curling

in the heading phenotypes, cabbage and Chinese cabbage, and

which were expressed at higher level compared to their paralogs

within each genome. Evidence for convergence was also detected in

genes associated with sugar metabolism and root development in

the tuber-forming varieties. For example, members of the expansin

gene family may have been selected separately in turnip (B. rapa)
and kohlrabi (B. oleracea). These observations can be explored

further by explicitly simulating the demographic history of Brassica
crops to obtain a null model of the neutral processes shaping

nucleotide variation patterns. Such models can be used to determine

the probability of shared regions with reduced diversity arising under

neutrality and under selection [69,70].

Brassica oleracea Brassica rapa

cabbage kohlrabi Chinese cabbage turnip

Current Opinion in Plant Biology
fractionation to produce diploid karyotypes [31]. Similar

results were obtained by chromosome painting for species

in the South African tribe Heliophileae (mesopolyploid

triplication) [32], and the Australasian Microlepideae

(mesotetraploid event) [33] despite the low chromosome

numbers (n = 4–6) observed in this group. Biscutella lae-
vigata has undergone mesopolyploidization and a more

recent neopolyploidization event, from which it retains a

number of stress-responsive genes that may have adap-

tive value [21]. Cycles of polyploidization were impli-

cated in the escalating evolutionary arms race between

mustards and herbivorous butterflies, an interaction with

broad consequences on diversity in both groups, by

increasing the number of glucosinolate synthesis genes

and the complexity of the pathway [34].

Genome dominance results in biased homeolog

retention

Some species, for example the recent hexaploid Camelina
sativa, exhibit little bias in terms of gene retention and

gene expression of paralogs [35]. Other, more ancient

polyploids, like the Brassica crops, have biased homeolog

retention and expression [36]. Brassica crops include three

diploid species (Brassica rapa [AA], Brassica nigra [BB],

and Brassica oleracea [CC]), each a result of prior

triplication, and their allopolyploid hybrids Brassica napus
[AACC], Brassica juncea [AABB], and Brassica carinata
[BBCC] (Figure 2b; Box 1). In B. rapa, the fractionation of

each of the three ancestral subgenomes varied from 70%

retained genes in the least fractionated subgenome

to 36% and 46% retention in the other two subgenomes

[37]. Similar asymmetric gene loss among the ancestral

subgenomes was observed in B. oleracea. The least frac-

tionated subgenome was dominant over the other two

subgenomes. Among retained homeolog pairs, the genes

from the dominant subgenome were more highly

expressed than the homeologs from the more fractionated

subgenomes and potentially experienced higher purify-

ing selection. This phenomenon appeared heritable for

millions of years [38]. One tantalizing hypothesis sug-

gested that it resulted from gene silencing after trans-

poson-guided DNA methylation via 24-nt RNAs, which

preferentially targeted regions in the recessive subge-

nomes (Figure 2c) [38]. Because separate subgenomes
(Figure 2 Legend Continued) (Aethionema arabicum), A. thaliana (Lineage 

span the phylogenetic breadth of the family suggests that (1) there have no

phylogeny leading to these species, and (2) the additional polyploidization e

and possibly subtribal groupings). Broader sampling, especially in Lineage I

Single polyploidization events are marked by a pink dot and polyploidization

event At-g, are denoted with blue stars. Maps in the upper right corner sho

Mediterranean (blue) floristic regions, both suspected cradles of mustard di

mustard species evolved and diversified (adapted from Ref. [71] after Ref. [

which nonetheless share an older genome triplication, and the Triangle of U

explaining the origin of genome dominance. Hybridization/polyploidization c

different balance of transposon activity and silencing of neighboring regions

subgenome (dark blue) emerges, which is more successful in preventing tra

heterochromatin and gene silencing. The preferentially silenced genome de

represent transposon insertions and wavy lines—small RNAs.

www.sciencedirect.com 
harbor unique transposon populations and are adapted to

maintain a tradeoff between their silencing and the

silencing of nearby genes (positional effect) [39], com-

bining two subgenomes into one polyploid genome led to

preferential targeting of the subgenome with weaker anti-

transposon defense or more transposable elements. The

genes in this subgenome were silenced preferentially, and

subsequently deteriorated due to relaxed selection.

Epigenetic differences within and between species may

play a role in other processes beyond genome dominance.
I), Sisymbrium irio (Lineage II), and Arabis alpina, which collectively

t been additional polyploidization events along the backbone of the

vents likely occurred along more terminal branches (leading to tribes

II, will reveal whether certain lineages share polyploidization events.

 events of higher order, for example the core eudicot hexaploidization

w changes in the landmasses forming the Irano-Turanian (yellow) and

versity, between the Late Eocene and the Late Miocene when many

72]). (b) Phylogenetic relationships among the diploid Brassica crops,

 depicting the ancestry of the three allopolyploid species. (c) Model

ombines two parental genomes (light and dark blue) adapted to

 driven by small RNAs (blocking arrows). Over time, a dominant

nsposon population expansion and the subsequent spread of

teriorates more rapidly due to relaxed selection (gray boxes). Triangles

Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2017, 36:119–128
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Comparing the epigenomes of A. thaliana accessions

throughout its geographic range revealed changes in

methylation status of approximately one-fourth of the

genes [40�]. Some of the most variable genes were

immunity-related, with sequence variation, epigenetic

status changes, and transposon insertions all contributing

to their differential expression. Epigenetic differences are

particularly pronounced between species. In A. thaliana
and C. rubella, rapid evolution of epigenetic status was

mirrored by high diversity and rapid divergence of

miRNAs and miRNA targets, and DNA methylation,

which was largely attributed to lineage-specific expansion

and contraction of transposable elements [41–43]. The

significance of these findings for phenotypic diversity is

still unclear because variation was confined to the hyper-

variable genomic regions and thus hardly accessible to

natural selection. Evidence from Capsella grandiflora sug-

gests that whether gene body methylation constrains cis-
regulatory variation, the proximity of transposable ele-

ments and tissue-specific expression increase the likeli-

hood of allele-specific expression in natural populations of

the species [44]. The role of methylation in shaping the

genome is profound. In Arabis alpina, reduced symmetric

CG and CHG DNA methylation may have resulted in

increased retrotransposition activity and the transforma-

tion of previously euchromatic regions into repeat-rich

pericentromeric regions [45�]. DNA
METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 and VARIANT IN METH-
YLATION 1, two essential components of the CG meth-

ylation maintenance pathway in A. thaliana, lacked clear

orthologs in A. alpina and this finding may explain the

observed DNA methylation maintenance deficiency.

Mobile shoot-derived small RNAs regulated the DNA

methylation status of thousands of loci in the root of A.
thaliana [46]. Such shoot-derived RNA signals of one

accession moved across a graft union and could target

normally non-methylated sites in roots of different acces-

sion for DNA methylation, suggesting the coordination of

methylation status in different plant organs [46].

Phenotypic divergence at different
evolutionary scales
In addition to providing a more comprehensive view of

the phenotypic landscape, the comparative approach

reconstructs how the landscape is explored to shed light

on the repeatability of evolution. Empowered by more

robust and more extensive phylogenetic estimates, char-

acter mapping showed that similar leaf and fruit morphol-

ogies have arisen independently in different lineages of

Brassicaceae, highlighting the prevalence of homoplasy

and suggesting similar solutions to common adaptive

pressures in the family [4].

Leaf diversity

Leaf morphology is extensively studied in a comparative

context because the trait is remarkably diverse, from

simple leaves with nearly smooth margins, as in A.
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2017, 36:119–128 
thaliana, to complex leaves with individual leaflets

attached to a rachis by defined petiolules, as in C. hirsuta
[47]. Growth at pre-patterned foci along the leaf margin

combined with growth repression between the foci

sculpts complex leaves [48]. Growth at the margin

requires local peaks of auxin activity that are organized

by the KNOX genes SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM)

and BREVIPEDICELLUS (BP), and CUP-SHAPED COT-
YLEDON (CUC) genes [48,49]. Separating these protru-

sions to form individual leaflets depends on additional

growth repressors, such as REDUCED COMPLEXITY
(RCO) [50].

Cis-regulatory divergence of STM and BP in A. thaliana
eliminated their expression in simple leaves but when

reintroduced into leaves, both STM and BP proteins

modify the leaf shape of A. thaliana, albeit to a different

extent [51]. The STM protein changes leaf shape more

strongly than the BP protein, and at the same time, stm
mutants are more pleiotropic than bp mutants. However,

the entire genomic BP locus of C. hirsuta, which includes

the coding sequence under the expression of endogenous

regulatory sequences, elicits a more profound morpho-

logical change when moved by transformation into

A. thaliana than the STM locus of C. hirsuta. Taken

together, these findings suggested an inverse relationship

between gene’s pleiotropy and its potential to change

leaf shape. Moreover, C. hirsuta BP provided a functional

link between two largely isolated regulatory modules

in A. thaliana, that of ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1 and of

CUC2/MIR164A, which diversified genetic interactions

and opened new functional space for exploration during

morphological evolution [51]. KNOX genes were used

repeatedly to modify leaf shape in other lineages besides

the mustards, including tomatoes [52] and tropical lianas

in the family Bignoniaceae [53].

KNOX gene expression is not confined to leaves and

imposes a pleiotropic burden on plant development,

which may restrict their ability to affect morphology [51].

Therefore, the discovery of RCO, a HD-ZIP transcription

factor specifically expressed in developing leaves of C.
hirsuta, provided a prominent example for a major effect

molecular player driving the morphological divergence

between species [50]. RCO arose after tandem duplication

following the earliest split in Brassicaceae, which gave

rise to a cluster of two to three genes in different mustard

species, including RCO’s paralogs LATE MERISTEM
IDENTITY1 (LMI1) and LMI1-like in C. hirsuta. After

species-specific deletion, A. thaliana retained only LMI1,
which may have contributed to its simple leaf shape.

LMI1 genes are expressed more distally in the leaf,

similarly to the pre-duplication gene in the sister lineage

of core Brassicaceae, strongly suggesting functional con-

servation. In contrast, RCO acquired a novel expression

domain at the base of the leaf, via the evolution of a novel

enhancer element in its cis-regulatory region [54�].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Although both RCO and LMI1 proteins are potent

growth repressors, RCO has been modified during evo-

lution to be less stable and thus biochemically attenuated

[50,54�]. Such dual changes in both expression and pro-

tein properties may reflect functional tradeoff between

the specificity of gene activation and the level of tran-

scriptional activity [55]. In addition to sculpting the

compound leaves of C. hirsuta, RCO contributes to the

complex leaf shape of C. rubella [56], highlighting the

potential of homologous genetic modules to contribute to

the repeatability of morphological evolution. The wealth

of genetic and genomic resources available in the cruci-

fers can also help understand whether equivalent genetic

processes underlie trait variation at different evolutionary

scales, for example within and between species.

Interestingly, interspecific variation in C. hirsuta leaf

shapes appears to be caused by variation of the age-

dependent progression of leaf form as opposed to varia-

tion in growth and patterning which underlies differences

between A. thaliana and C. hirsuta leaf form [48,50,57�].
This difference may reflect tinkering with pleiotropic

links between leaf and flowering time pathways to sup-

port optimal leaf physiology and adaptive variation in

flowering time, which is likely to be prevalent in winter

annuals like C. hirsuta.

Fruit diversity

Another trait that varies significantly in Brassicaceae is

fruit morphology. The genetic tractability of mustard

species with divergent fruit morphologies has permitted

the development and explicit testing of computational

models, which have provided a framework to describe

fruit development and diversity. Three phases in regional

anisotropic growth generated the two broad fruit catego-

ries in the family: an elongated silique, as in A. thaliana,
and a shorter silicle, as in Capsella and Lepidium species

[58�]. Clonal and morphological analyses in Capsella and

Arabidopsis were employed to build a tissue-level model

with variable growth rates in space and time [58�]. The

model identified tissue-specific and temporally specific

parameters, which when varied could explain much of the

fruit shape diversity in Brassicaceae. The valve identity

gene FRUITFULL was implicated in one such activity

along a distal direction of a linear gradient in late phase

fruits [58�].

Fruits exhibit different seed dispersal strategies depend-

ing on changes in the dehiscence zone at the valve

margin, giving rise to dehiscent and indehiscent fruits

[59]. A particularly striking dispersal strategy evolved

uniquely in the genus Cardamine. Many Cardamine spe-

cies are widespread pioneer species that use explosive

pod shatter, where seeds are ballistically shot away from

the fruit at a distance of up to two meters, to successfully

colonize ruderal and disturbed habitats [60�]. A combina-

tion of genetics and computational modeling revealed

that a slow build-up of tension in the fruit depends on
www.sciencedirect.com 
turgor pressure, cellular geometry and anisotropy, while

the rapid release of this tension depends on unique,

asymmetric cell wall thickenings [60�]. The evolutionary

novelty of asymmetric lignin deposition in Cardamine
fruits profoundly altered their mechanical properties

and dispersal strategy. Interestingly, the cell walls of a

seed coat layer in C. hirsuta are also asymmetrically

thickened when compared to the seed coat of A. thaliana
[19�]. The difference in cell wall properties was attributed

to a higher degree of pectin methyl-esterification in C.
hirsuta compared to A. thaliana seeds, which correlated

with expansion and differential expression of several

pectin methylesterase genes and pectin methylesterase

inhibitor genes. This may reflect a functional link

between explosive fruit shattering for distant propagule

dispersal and aerodynamic seed morphology adapted to

reduce drag.

Concluding remarks
Although much of the morphological variation in

Brassicaceae remains underappreciated, the diversity in

the family is a fertile ground to study the genetic basis of

phenotypic change, especially featuring species that man-

ifest truly novel biology compared to A. thaliana. There

are numerous examples in addition to the discussed

explosive pod shatter in Cardamine. Chamira circaeoides
has persistent cotyledons that function as the main pho-

tosynthetic organs. Climbing habit with its adaptations

evolved in the genera Lepidium, Heliophila, and

Cremolobus. The branches are modified into thorns in

some dry-adapted species (Vella spp., Zilla spp.,

Hormatophylla spinosa). Trichome morphology, inflores-

cence shape, and nectary arrangement are very diverse in

Brassicaceae [2,61]. Glandular multicellular trichomes

evolved in the divergent Lineage III (e.g., Anchonium,
Bunias, Chorispora, Hesperis). There are exceptions to

the largely stereotypical floral bauplan in the family (e.
g., sepal fusion in Sisymbrium, petal reduction in Lepidium
and Subularia, stamen reduction in Lepidium, and stamen

multiplication in Megacarpaea) [62]. Floral monosymme-

try with two petals of unequal size evolved several times

independently in the Brassicaceae [63]. There is also a

hidden floral diversity in the family because several

distinct pollinator guilds could be identified as faithful

visitors of different Brassicaceae species [64]. At least part

of this hidden diversity may be attributed to differences

in the floral volatile profiles among species, an area of

research that receives increasing attention [65,66].

Geocarpy, where fruits bury into the soil after

fertilization, evolved several times independently in

the family (e.g., Cardamine chenopodiifolia, Geococcus
pusillus, Lignarella spp.). Some Aethionema species exhibit

phenotypic plasticity under different environmental con-

ditions by producing two distinct fruit and seed morphs

[67]. Genomic information throughout the family, com-

bined with functional studies and field experiments to

explore trait significance and species interactions in the
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2017, 36:119–128
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wild is a promising way forward to understand how such

traits evolve and diversify.
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